
WET BEHIND THE EARS
By Jim Carrier

Our first Quetico trip is a fifteen year-old blur. I attempt to conjure it up; it resists focus. It is an 
onion of memory. Yes... an onion. Savory stuff will eventually waft out, but only after 
processing. Just now, peeling skin off raw memory, it smells pretty bad and I shed tears of pity 
for three canoe country newbies, remembered here as something less than voyageurs.

It was August. Our Basswood Lake tow boat operator delivered us to our portage at Back Bay. 
He helped hoist packs onto our backs. He fixed those packs down snug onto our shoulders. He 
kindly helped haul the load over to Pipestone Bay. Then, as our party of three grabbed heavy 
packs for our second trip across, he wisely turned tail and sped away in his boat. Sunshine 
glistened on his foamy wake as he bounced across morning chop en route back to Prairie 
Portage. Slowly, we turned about to face our triple portaging Fate. We were truly on our own, 
now. We were headed, hopefully, for Darky Lake.

Gary, my brother, lives in Texas. My friend Tom and I were from the Carolinas. Why were three 
southerners heading through northern wilderness to Darky Lake? Tom and Gary asked this 
question of me often during our trip and long afterward... right up until their  trips, in fact. 
You see, I caught the "Quetico Bug" first. I spread the infection to them. The only known cure 
for our affliction was a pilgrimage to Darky Lake in the Quetico... a place unknown to us in a 
strange northern world.
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A year earlier, on a small airplane destined for Thunder Bay, I looked over the shoulders of two 
outdoorsmen seated on either side of the aisle directly in front of me. A bright blue and yellow 
Fisher Map lay unfurled between them. Clad in fancy woodsman garb - khaki colored zip-off-at-
the-knee pants, safari shirts, and crushable hats - these fellows were primed and ready for The 
Bush. Their fingers played nervously across bays and between mysterious land masses. Their 
animated "adventure talk" referred to moose and bears and bug-free breezy camps. They 
entertained the whole rear section of the aircraft by virtually reenacting the reeling in and 
landing of some monster northern pike, complete with sound effects of fishing line whining over 
tightly set drag. I was mesmerized. Clearly these fellows were feverish with anxiety for this 
wilderness Mecca, wherever it was. 

I was hopelessly drawn in and simply had to ask, "Where are you guys headed, anyway?" 

"Darky Lake", said the one. "The Quetico", said the other, in a reverent tone. 

Huh. Strange. I had never heard of these places. Funny name for a germ — "Quetico" — but 
germ it was. More than susceptible, I was gut hooked, even then.

So it was, the following summer, Gary, Tom, and I sweated through our THIRD portage over to 
Pipestone Bay with large packs of "indispensable stuff". As I ranted on and on about the now 
legendary "monster pike" of Darky Lake, my brother gasped under the weight of our incredibly 
heavy food pack. Gary, engineer and problem solver by trade, rudely interrupted my oft-
repeated fish tale to point out our very first canoe country conundrum. It concerned the paddling 



and canoeing aspects of our trip. 

"Yo, Jimbo! What's the plan for loading these two vessels?" he inquired. Astutely, he observed, 
"There are three of us and two of them."

By virtue of my initial "infection" (ie. the trip was MY idea), I was saddled as "unofficial leader" 
of our troupe. As leader, I was ultimately charged with resolving problems like this. We had 
originally planned on six people and three canoes. However, half of our voyageurs got wise and 
backed out of our northern nightmare before it even started. Accordingly, our outfitter reduced 
the fleet to one tandem canoe and one solo. Unfortunately for Gary's aching back, that same 
outfitter neglected to reduce the size of our food pack, as we discovered later that day. We 
eat well on this trip. Nevertheless, our food pack - The Beast, as we dubbed it ó proved to be a 
real challenge by land and by sea. Travel into the unknown being imminent, the loading of The 
Beast and other "indispensables" into the canoes presented us with our first important decision. 

did

I dare say we flubbed it. 

I do not recollect — or, perhaps, I choose  to recollect - the reasoning behind the canoe-
trimming scheme we eventually settled upon. Neither do I understand why we adhered to it for 
several days. Nevertheless, one way or another, 

.

not

all packs ended up in the solo canoe; all 
paddlers ended up in the tandem

Thus, we made serpentine progress north towards Basswood Falls that day. Our zigzagging 
luggage barge was in tow behind us... mostly. Occasionally it rammed us. Sometimes it even 
ran ahead of us. When the barge found a partially submerged rock, it yanked us backward with 
a lurch. However, it was  worse when rocks found the tandem first. Our aggravation at 
"running aground" was then compounded by a subsequent barge ramming just two seconds 
later. Much intense discussion ensued regarding the proper steering and propulsion of our flotilla. 
The safe and synchronized flipping of paddles to alternate sides of the canoe became priority 
#1. Hours elapsed before bow and middle-seated paddlers felt safe from wet windmills of flailing 
bent shaft paddles. Fierce competition and jockeying broke out amongst us for the much-
coveted, safest seat in the stern. 

much

Our first paddling day featured many trials and, unfortunately, almost as many errors. The 
"seating" issue was only resolved when frustrations peaked over the noticeable lack of forward 
progress due to our pronounced zigzagging. Oaths and minor curses were heard. Tom and Gary 
finally accorded me the honor of "designated stern paddler", albeit begrudgingly, as it was 
agreed we kept something of a straight line ONLY when I handled the stern. 

This small victory somewhat consolidated my role as "leader", which had grown shaky that first 
day. I assigned Gary — incredibly strong — to the bow where his power seemed to do us the 
most good. Tom occupied the center and sat with his butt flat on the floor, in poor position to 
extend his paddle into the water. Whenever he leaned wide over the gunnels to gain a true bite 
with his paddle, our craft became wildly unstable, resulting in more oaths, more swearing. 
Eventually Tom settled into the more innocuous role of "wildlife spotter" and "water bottle and 
snack guy". Meanwhile, Gary and I labored on. It would be a day or two later before we 
improved our snail-like progress by heaping laundry on the floor for knee padding, enabling Tom 



to become somewhat more useful paddling from a kneeling position.

We splashed a lot of water that first day, experimenting with style and fending off our barge 
when it tried to ram us. About a week later we would "perfect" our canoe tow-barge technique, 
only to discover that decoupling the vessels and allowing Gary to paddle the solo was the 
superior approach. Imagine that.

As it was, "The Horse Portage" around the Basswood River was a welcomed sight on Day One 
mainly because it got us off the water. Our exuberance was short-lived, however. The longish 
but well-worn portage was wet that year. In one spot, we sank to our knees in mud. Gary 
sweated and swore under our six-person food pack and the tandem canoe. Zeroing in on a 
certain prominent attribute of that namesake horse's anatomy, Gary aptly renamed the portage 
"The Horse's ___ Portage". Triple portaging meant crossing "The Horse's ___ Portage" five 
times. What a welcome to Canoe Country! We were learning the hard way. 

Groaning as we loaded the canoes, again, exhaustion started taking a toll on us. We wiped our 
brows and eyeballed the water ahead. We slowly turned and considered the portage behind us.

Tom declared, "I'm not sure which direction is worse!" 

Gary simply asked, "Why is it, again, that we are headed to Darky Lake?" 

The flotilla meandered north into Crooked Lake. Fortunately, we were blessed by good weather 
and narrow channels of water. Shoreline cover protected us from wind and waves. Nevertheless, 
we visited both shorelines frequently and not necessarily by choice. In the late afternoon, we 
happily got off the water and set up our first campsite on a promontory in Thursday Bay. Our 
first night steaks — two apiece — were delicious!

We rose early the next morning, got the Coleman going, and fixed coffee. I tended the stove 
and gazed at Gary and Tom, further down the rock slope, where they stood as dark silhouettes 
against the reflection of dim pre-dawn yellows and oranges on placid water. Gary sipped slowly 
at his hot steaming cup. Tom, his ratty old orange baseball cap flipped backwards, stood and 
watched the peaceful, mirrored images of steel-grey clouds slowly pass over the brightening, 
glassy surface of the lake. The shrill morning song of a nearby white-throat sparrow filled the 
stillness and further impressed the moment into Canoe Country memory. White-throats passed, 
briefly, early each spring through the Carolinas. I always looked forward to their unique and 
joyous song, if only for a week or so. In fact, I had listened through hours of recorded North 
American bird song just to identify this favorite feathered friend. Often I had wondered where 
they were headed. Somehow, it seemed appropriate to discover them at home, here, on our 
wilderness pilgrimage to Darky Lake.

We launched before the rising sun. Unlike the "singing" voyageurs of old, we chanted a simple 
three-word ditty as we snaked our way north through Gardner Bay. It was pretty basic. It went, 
"Dar-ky! Dar-ky!! Dar-ky!!!" We chanted it over and over. It provided focus and seemed to 
steel us for the unknown challenges of a new day. Those challenges were not long in coming.

Our Fisher map showed two alternative portages to Elk Lake. Sadly, we scoured the shoreline, 



paddling back and forth, but could find neither. Finally, we simply struck out along what 
have been a game trail. Starting in a small swamp, the trail meandered and gradually rose with 
the terrain. Then it petered out completely, just in front of a mid-sized but forbidding outcrop of 
Canadian Shield rock. Dead reckoning and my best application of our compass suggested we 
needed to get  the cliff to reach Elk Lake. Gary's shoulders were aching with The Beast on 
his back and the solo canoe as his helmet. Bugs were becoming more active. It was hot and 
humid. Gary was not a happy camper.

might

over

"You gotta be kidding me!" he shouted. "How are we to get over THAT?!"

We set the canoes down. Using small saplings as hand holds, we pulled and crawled. Mosquitoes 
swarmed us. We dripped with sweat from our exertion. We roped the canoes and hoisted them 
up the cliff face. Progress was slow, miserable, and arguable.

"This simply CANNOT be right!" yelled Gary.

"Jimbo, I seriously doubt anybody's been through here in the last fifty years!" offered Tom.

Under-whelmed by their confidence in my leadership, I motioned us onward, into The Bush. Tom 
tied strips of a fishing rag on tree branches so we could find our way back for second and third 
portages. The question on all of our minds was: are we getting anywhere? Surely we were lost. 
Then, something completely unexpected happened. Someone was approaching us from the 
opposite direction! There was no path. They were just wandering through the woods, much like 
we were. We were stunned. They were stunned. As usual, Gary spoke up first. 

"Dr. Livingstone, I presume?" my brother offered in greeting.

"Any chance of a portage path going this way?" responded a muffled voice. We never did see 
the face of this hapless individual. It remained hidden under his canoe. His companion merely 
grunted under the weight of their own sizable food pack.

We exchanged information and resumed our journey with renewed vigor. Three hundred yards 
later, we glimpsed shimmering water and felt a faint breeze through thinning birch trees. All of 
us collapsed in exhaustion upon a sandy beach.

"Just why is it again that we headed to Darky Lake?" asked a voice, rhetorically. It could have 
been either of my crew. Had there been any energy left after bushwhacking across "Hell 
Portage" for the third time, there surely would have been a mutiny.

Our listless flotilla zigzagged much more slowly now. There was no turning back. The thought of 
"reversing" direction was simply too painful. There was only "forward". That morning's bracing 
chant of "Darky! Darky! Darky!" was a distant memory. After bushwhacking, we were quiet and 
sullen and nearly beat. A few hours later, exhausted, we pitched camp on the western end of 
Brent Lake. 

Brent Lake saved the day and possibly our entire trip. It certainly staved off the mutiny. Never 
doubt the invigorating power of a late afternoon swim on a sunny day followed by tail-walking 



Smallmouth Bass taken on light tackle in the evening! Everyone's mood improved vastly and in 
a hurry. 

Tonic for our tired souls, we enjoyed Brent Lake for three full days. There we learned just how 
exciting Quetico fishing could be, catching and releasing fair numbers of bass, northerns, and 
walleye. Wildlife was abundant. Otters played around our canoes. Beavers busily ferried birch 
branches along the opposite shoreline. Herring gulls and ravens swooped about in aerial 
acrobatics, challenging the resident eagle for fish carcasses thrown among the rocks after 
dinner. A small falcon roosted atop a tall bare tree. Feathers from its prey would occasionally 
flutter through our camp. Setting the whitened prongs of a large moose shed atop the crest of 
rock above our canoe landing, we named the site "Moose Camp". We considered hauling the 
shed out of the Park as a "souvenir". Gary would have none of it, however. He still grumbled 
about the unnecessary things we had hauled in out of ignorance and especially about the excess 
items our outfitter had packed.

"Don't you think packing four large jars of peanut butter, four large containers of jelly, four large 
bottles of cooking oil, seven loaves of bread, and a full-sized axe is a bit excessive, even for six 
people!?!" moaned Gary. "It's AUGUST, for Pete's sake! We're not putting in a store of wood for 
winter! Why a full-sized axe? Why not a hatchet?" 

Realizing we would  finish all the food, we shared our bounty liberally with Moose Camp's 
healthy population of voles and chipmunks. As often as not, when we turned our heads even for 
a minute, some furry varmint was scrambling around in a cereal bowl or a pot, munching on 
leftovers. We stuffed ourselves in hopes of lightening The Beast. Nevertheless, try as we might, 
we each burned far more calories than we ever consumed. I had lost over ten pounds upon my 
return to civilization!

never

Finally it was time to push off for Darky Lake! With the barge still in tow, we reached the nearby 
Darky River portages around Noon. The stream along the portage promised fine fishing action. 
When stiff summer breezes greeted us rounding the bend at the west end of the bay entering 
Darky Lake proper, we gladly made a very short paddling day of it, and retreated and set up 
camp at the nice hillside site on the point, plenty close to the Darky River. Though we were 
eager to go back and fish for Smallies, we opted, instead, to break out the hammocks and relax 
for awhile. All three of us took restful afternoon naps, swaying in the warm breeze.

We spent two wonderful days on Darky Lake, checking out the pictographs, exploring a little, 
fishing a lot, and doing our best to lighten the food pack. Darky Lake was a good bit busier than 
Brent Lake but by no means "crowded". While Darky fishing could never have lived up to the 
billing I had given it, it came pretty close! Tom repeatedly coaxed three and four pound Smallies 
to chase his small spinner through the shallow burbling stream. Closer to camp, we had some 
luck with the walleye and pike around rocks in deeper water, tossing Little Cleo's tipped with 
artificial leeches. The weather cooperated throughout our stay on Darky, yielding idyllic sunny 
days, pretty fair fishing, and just enough of a breeze to keep the canoe flies at bay.

All that changed abruptly when the time came to steer the flotilla southward to our next camp.

We wakened to the low sonorous roll of thunder in the distance, its rumble echoing from 



headland to headland. Skies were dark and even the lake seemed to earn its name. We needed 
to move on but plainly we would have to pick opportunities to do so between squalls. For the 
most part, we paddled well within what protection might be provided by shoreline trees. We left 
the water entirely whenever we saw a hint of lightening. We snaked our way past the 
pictographs on Darky Lake, across the northern reaches of Argo, down the Siobhan River, and 
about one-third of the way down Roland Lake. There, at an unoccupied campsite, we were 
obliged to sit out a real wing-ding of an electric storm, a real frog-strangler. We waited what 
seemed like forever in the drenching rain. The weather eased up. A pair of moose ambled 
nonchalantly out of the woods to the water's edge across the small bay as if to signal, "It's OK 
to come out now." We took a good look at the skies and decided to wait yet another twenty-five 
minutes. No lightning. No thunder. Skies were clearing. I was impatient to leave.

"Time to go!" I announced.

"Are you sure?" asked Tom nervously.

"Are you REALLY sure?" demanded my brother, more emphatically.

"Yep!" I chortled with confidence. "The storm has moved east. No rumbles for twenty minutes. 
Not a cloud in the sky where we're headed. Just look."

The ominous dark clouds  moving quickly eastward. Clear, powder blue sky was nearly 
above us now and spreading. A mile and a half span of Roland Lake lay before us. The guys 
relented and we shoved off. To save some time, I steered the flotilla away from the shoreline, 
opting for a direct passage across the lake.

were

The flash, the explosion, and the smell of ozone were simultaneous. A literal bolt from the blue 
shocked us exactly halfway across Roland Lake! All of us were sure we had been hit. Stunned, 
Tom and Gary twisted around in their seats to check out my charred remains, any destroyed 
equipment, or whatever else might have gotten zapped. I, in turn, looked back at the barge. No 
apparent damage. Where were we hit? We couldn't tell. Surely we had been hit!

Raw fear swept us back to our senses. We churned up water in an urgent paddling frenzy, 
possessed men racing for the nearest shoreline, three-quarters of a mile away! It was at this 
point that strange and curious "head-bobbing" behavior developed amongst my crew. In hopes 
of avoiding a "lightning rod" experience, each of us edged lower in our seats, trying to get below 
the level of the other two guys. Heads bobbed lower and lower. Meanwhile, thoroughly agitated, 
Gary kept yelling, "Faster, paddle faster you fools!" and, occasionally, "You'll keep us straight, 
Jimbo, if you know what's good for you!"

So it was our flotilla was moving at a record fast and furious pace across Roland Lake. That 
changed suddenly, however, when my favorite leather Alaskan Bush Pilot hat went flying off my 
head and into the water behind us. Determined to retrieve my favorite hat, I started j-stroking 
so as to turn our flotilla around. I wanted that hat back and, doggone-it, I was going to get it!

Gary and Tom were stupefied over my decision. Seething, they spit out numerous expletives 
and made it very clear what they intended to do to me my hat if I continued to swing us and



around. My observations about "lightning not striking twice in the same spot" fell upon deaf 
ears. Nevertheless, I did swing us around in a wide arc and I DID grab my hat. Then, 
straightening us out, I resumed paddling like a bat out of hell for the relative safety of wooded 
shoreline far ahead.

Gary still scowled and fumed an hour or so later, when we reached beautiful Curtain Falls. 

Better weather, good fishing, and the surprising discovery there was no lightning damage 
whatsoever improved everyone's spirits. That night we consumed vast quantities of peanut 
butter and jelly sandwiches while we enjoyed a billion sparkling stars lighting up our night sky. 
The "bolt from the blue" was a favorite topic around our Iron Lake campfire that evening... and 
around many campfires on many trips since then. The guys NEVER let me live that one down. 
They nicknamed me "Flash", a name which has stuck with me. Coincidentally, Gary severed the 
barge line that day and commandeered our solo canoe so he could determine his own paddling 
fate during the last days of our trip. 

Our last camp was on Lake Agnes. It is mainly memorable for the curious relationship we 
developed with the animals discovered in residence upon our arrival. As we pitched our tents in 
the afternoon, an odd mid-sized brown furry critter — later identified possibly as a fisher - shot 
out from the bushes and ran right between my startled brother's legs. Gary chased it a short 
way, then returned to camp. Fishers apparently do not yield their ground quite so easily, 
however. 

Hours before dawn, I was rudely awakened from a deep and restful sleep by Gary and Tom 
shouting excitedly between tents. "What's up?" I muttered sleepily to my tent mate, Tom, 
whom I couldn't see in the complete, utter darkness.

"Your brother has grabbed the axe, Flash, and he ain't happy!" exclaimed Tom. "That critter is 
back, along with a few of his relatives. They've been circling our tents, hissing and growling and 
snarling Gary intends to silence them... one way or the other!"all night long! 

Failing to catch the midnight intruders after a few minutes of his fussing and tearing around the 
brush with an axe in the dark, Gary did seem to scare them away. His tent flap zipped open and 
we heard the dull thud of his big body collapsing onto his sleeping pad, signaling an end to the 
great chase and, hopefully, a resumption of our sleep.

Moments later, somewhere between drowsiness and dozing off, a low distinctive "hissing" 
became barely audible but growing in volume, coming closer, ever closer to our tents. 

"What DO those varmints have against me?!" wailed my brother.

"Perhaps they think you're their Mother?" Tom chided Gary. 

With a sigh and a yawn, I pulled some dirty laundry over my head to muffle the sound and rolled 
over, leaving any active territorial disputing to my two companions. However, peace would not 
be restored that last night in the Park and our sleep was fitful.



We broke camp on our tenth and last day in the pre-dawn twilight, surrendering the site to the 
fishers. Tired and frustrated from our lack of sleep, we wound our way slowly along Nina Moose 
Creek, making our way towards our appointed rendezvous with our outfitter. Our thoughts 
drifted to civilization and to the first beers we might be able to get our hands on. Little did we 
realize that the Quetico held one more "newbie revelation" for our small fleet, adding insult to 
the injuries already sustained by our pride.

A weathered little old man, sporting ragged clothes, a white beard, and a baseball cap glided 
towards us easily in his solo canoe, apparently just heading into the Park. His short greeting 
quickly deflated what little self-respect we had accumulated as paddlers during our ten day trial.

"Hey, fellas!" he chuckled. "Why don't you flip those bent shafts around and use them the way 
they were intended?"

Ugh. We had never seen bent shaft paddles before this trip. I suppose it be reasoned - in 
some universe - that the proper application of a bent shaft paddle is not exactly intuitive. 
Regardless, we had a full ten days and a 50-50 chance of making a correct decision on this 
question. Sadly, as newbies to the Park, we got this one wrong, too. Yikes!

might

Humbled, but wiser in the ways of the North, we flipped our paddles around and resumed our 
trek homeward. Somewhere, not far ahead now, there would be cold beer in which to drown our 
sorrows.

Jim Carrier
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